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We study dc charge and spin transport through a weakly coupled quantum dot, driven by a nonadiabatic
periodic change of system parameters. We generalize the model of Tien and Gordon to simultaneously
oscillating voltages and tunnel couplings. When applying our general result to the two-parameter charge
pumping in quantum dots, we find interference effects between the oscillations of the voltage and tunnel
couplings. We show that these interference effects may explain recent measurements in metallic islands.
Furthermore, we discuss the possibility to electrically pump a spin current in presence of a static magnetic
field.
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A periodic perturbation of the parameters that determine
a quantum dot (QD) and its coupling to external leads can
lead to an electric (dc) current from one of the attached
leads to the other. This phenomenon is known as charge
pumping. For perturbations that are slower than the char-
acteristic charge dynamics of the QD, given by the tunnel
rates, the pumping process is adiabatic [1–7]. A remark-
able property of adiabatic pumping is that the pumped
charge is independent of any details of the pumping cycle,
making it possible to realize a current standard for
metrology.

Fast perturbations, with frequencies exceeding the tun-
nel rates, can still lead to pumping effects which in this
case are nonadiabatic. Nonadiabatic pumping in QDs has
broad applications, reaching from photovoltaic power gen-
eration [8] to fundamental studies of fast manipulations of
quantum systems, as required, for example, in quantum
information processing. The driving force behind nonadia-
batic pumping is the absorption of quantized photon en-
ergy. Therefore, nonadiabatic pumping [9–16] is often
studied as a side-effect of boson-assisted tunneling
[17,18]. Operated at frequencies of 1–100 GHz, currents
of the order pA to nA can be generated.

Although nonadiabatic pumping is observed in different
QD realizations, such as carbon nanotubes [14], or self-
assembled dots, the most common realization of a QD is in
a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). By charging
gates, the electron gas beneath can be repelled, and a QD
and tunnel barriers can be formed; see Fig. 1.

In nonadiabatic pumping experiments, it is usually as-
sumed that pumping originates from an oscillating voltage
of the leads or the energy of the electronic levels in the QD
[9–13,15,16,19], while a variation of the tunnel-barrier
height is less discussed (see, however, Refs. [20,21]). As
in 2DEG QDs, tunnel couplings are exponentially sensitive
to voltage changes, an oscillating tunnel barrier may as
well be the source of photon energy. In the following, we
present an extension of the well-known model by Tien and
Gordon [19] that also includes tunnel-barrier oscillations.
We find that in the case of two oscillating parameters, one
can observe interference between the different sources of

pumping, which possibly explains the observed asymmetry
of forward and backward currents in Ref. [10].

As a model system, we consider a single-level QD
contacted with two leads, described by the Hamiltonian
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The fermionic operators ay� �a�� create (annihilate) elec-
trons with spin � on the dot, while cyrk�=crk� act on
electrons with orbital quantum number k in the left �r �
L� and right �r � R� lead. Because of its low electrostatic
capacity, we assume that double occupation of the dot is
suppressed by the associated charging energy U. The third
term in Eq. (1) models the contacting leads. The two lead
reservoirs are assumed to be noninteracting and in equilib-
rium at the same temperature; thus, they are characterized
by the same Fermi distribution f�"rk�. The last part of the
Hamiltonian describes spin-conserving tunneling.

We consider harmonically oscillating voltages at the left
and right electrode, leading to a time-dependence of the
electron energy "rk�t� � �"rk � eVr cos�!t� in the respec-
tive lead. Furthermore, we allow for a time-dependent

FIG. 1. Typical realization of a quantum dot pump in a two-
dimensional electron gas patterned with gates. By a sufficiently
fast periodic perturbation of voltages Vr cos�!t� or tunnel
couplings Trk�t� � �Trk�1� �r cos�!t� �r�� at the left (r �
L) or right (r � R) contact, nonadiabatic processes can pump
charge from one to the other lead.
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tunneling amplitude Trk�t� � �Trk�1� �r cos�!t� �r��
[22]. The relative phase of the tunneling amplitude and
voltage oscillations on the same side is given by �r. The
tunnel coupling leads to an (time-averaged) intrinsic line-
width �r�"� � 2�

P
kj �Trkj

2��"rk � "� of the QD levels.
For simplicity, we will neglect the energy dependence of
the linewidth in the following. This single-level model is
sufficient as long as the electronic spectrum of the dot is
discrete with a level separation exceeding kBT, @!, �r and
eVr. Otherwise, the external driving can lead to dynamics
within the QD structure, such as a coherent oscillation of
the level populations [23].

Following the standard approach to tunneling in nano-
structures [24], we trace out the lead degrees of freedom,
and describe the QD by the reduced density matrix p �
diag�p0; p"; p#�. The diagonal elements p� describe the
probability to find the dot empty or occupied with one
electron with spin �. The time evolution of the density
matrix is given by a Master equation d

dtp�t� �R
t
�1 dt

0��t; t0; "�p�t0�, where the elements ��;�0 �t; t0; "� of
the kernel describe the tunnel rates from the state �0 at time
t0 to a state � at time t.

If the system parameters change faster than the typical
time scale of the QD charge evolution, one can assume that
the dot density matrix adapts a steady state �p � p�t0� �
p�t�, which satisfies the equation 0 � �� �p , with the
end-time-averaged kernel ���"� �

R
2�
0 d�!t�=2��R

t
�1 dt

0��t; t0; "�. In contrast to more sophisticated ap-
proaches like Floquet theory [25], the approximation of
separating time scales [15,16] covers only the highly non-
adiabatic regime. In the following we will only discuss a
QD weakly coupled to the external leads; i.e., we expand
the kernel in first order in �r. This approximation is valid at
resonance [26] for �r 	 kBT. The condition for nonadia-
baticity is then directly given by @!> ��L � �R�. The
kernel can be decomposed into a left and right part
��t; t0; "� � �L�t; t0; "� � �R�t; t0; "�, which contain only
tunneling processes from and to the respective lead.

The tunnel rates can be calculated by second order per-
turbation theory, yielding typical expressions as �r0;��t;
t0;"� �

P
kTrk�t�T

?
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R
t
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i0��g � c:c:. As the phase term depends only on the voltage
difference between dot and lead, a time dependence of the
QD level "! "�t� is not qualitatively different from a
time-dependent voltage applied to the lead(s). Note that
since both the chemical potential and "rk are shifted by an
applied voltage, the argument of the Fermi function is �"rk
not influenced by voltage. After the phase averaging, the
lowest-order rates transform into
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where Jn 
 Jn�eVr=@!� is the Bessel function of the first
kind, and �0;r

�;�0 �"� is the well-known Golden Rule rate for
the time-independent problem [24]. With these modified
rates the static occupation probabilities of the QD as well
as the current can be calculated [27]. Equation (2) general-
izes the result of Tien and Gordon [19] for an oscillating
bias voltage, to take into account an oscillating barrier
strength.

In the following, we use this general result to discuss
charge and spin pumping in QDs in the absence of a bias
voltage. Let us first focus on the situation where an elec-
trical dc current is generated by the oscillation of one or
more system parameters, in absence of a magnetic field,
thus "" � "# � ". For functional clarity we consider only
small system parameter changes �r 	 1 and eVr=@!	
1; i.e., we calculate only the quadratic response to the
system parameter change. The total current through the
QD can be written as

 I � IV2
L
� I�2

L
� IVL��L � �L! R�: (3)

If the tunnel amplitudes are constant in time ��r � 0�,
an applied ac-bias voltage at the QD structure generates the
pumped current I � IV2

L
� IV2

R
, thus
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with I0 � �e=@��L�R=��L � �R�. As in real experiments,
the capacitances of the left and right tunnel barrier always
differ, the voltage drop over the two tunnel barriers will be
asymmetric, VL � VR, and a net current is pumped. For
oscillation frequencies @! much larger or much smaller
than kBT, the maximally pumped current scales as
�eVr=max�@!; kBT��

2.
In the absence of an ac voltage applied at the leads �Vr �

0�, a current I � I�2
L
� I�2

R
can also be driven by an ac

signal on one of the gates leading to an oscillation of the
left and/or right tunneling amplitudes. The functional form
of the current is also given by Eq. (4), where �eVr�2 is
replaced by ��r@!�2.

Nonadiabatic pumping arises from the possibility of the
electrons to absorb the photon energy @! when tunneling
from or to the driven lead [11]. If the QD level lies above
the Fermi energy �" > 0�, a lead electron can absorb a
photon, and tunnel onto the dot. For " < 0, the absorption
of a photon enables the dot electron to tunnel to the
respective lead. A successive tunnel event to (from) the
other lead creates a positive (negative) particle current.

The fact that both, pumping via voltage and barrier
height, lead to very similar current responses raises the
question whether the observed current in the experiments
[9–13] is driven by an oscillating voltage or by an oscil-
lation of the tunnel barrier. To discriminate if an oscillating
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barrier or the oscillating voltage drop causes the current,
one needs to look for multiphoton absorption processes.
For eVr > @!, multiphoton absorption processes become
possible, as observed, for example, in photon-assisted tun-
neling measurements [9]. In contrast to an oscillating
voltage, the oscillation of a weak tunnel barrier can (in
the lowest-order expansion) lead only to the absorption of a
single photon. Two-photon absorption would require a
cotunneling event.

Because of mutual cross capacitances, it is rather un-
likely that an experimentally applied gate or bias voltage
will change only one system parameter. It is more likely
that the voltage at the contacting lead as well as the tunnel
coupling strength will start to oscillate. As can be seen in
Eq. (3), the two pumping processes do not only coexist, but
give rise to a mixed two-parameter pumping term

 IVL��L � 4I0 cos��L�
eVL�L

1� f�"�
f�"� @!� � f�"� @!�

2@!
:

(5)

Several differences to the one-parameter pumping currents
appear. First, the mixed term depends on the relative phase
�L of the voltage and tunnel amplitude oscillation on one
side. This is an indication of interference of the two sources
of photon energy @!. Such an interference between differ-
ent pumping parameters is also expected in the adiabatic
regime [28]. Second, the last term in Eq. (5) resembles the
first derivative of the Fermi function, not the second de-
rivative as in the single-parameter pumping case. There-
fore, in particular, in the limit of high temperatures
kBT � @! the maximal pumped current 4I0eVL�L=
max�@!; kBT� can significantly exceed the one-parameter
pumping currents. Furthermore, the pumped current is no
longer (up to a factor 2 due to spin) antisymmetric with

respect to the gate voltage. This change of symmetry is
probably the most obvious difference.

In Fig. 2 the current I is plotted for an oscillating source
lead voltage with amplitude eVL � 0:3@! and @! �
10kBT, while the tunneling amplitude of the left barrier
is oscillating in phase (�L � 0) with an amplitude of 0%,
5%, 25%. Even a tunnel amplitude change of few percent
already leads to a noticeable change of the pumped current.
Interestingly, for �L � 0, which one would expect for an
unintentional parameter change, the interference of the two
pumping possibilities is constructive if an electron tunnels
out of the dot onto the lead and destructive if tunneling
from the lead to the dot. Therefore the negative current is
enhanced, while the positive one is suppressed.

In the nonadiabatic pumping experiment by Dovinos
and Williams [10], an asymmetry in the forward and
backward pumping direction was observed, which can be
an indication of such a two-parameter pumping situation.
In their experiment, a metallic island with a continuous
electronic spectrum was exposed to radiation with fre-
quency! � 2�� 2:8 GHz and a power of 15 	W (stars),
10 	W (diamonds), and 6 	W (triangles), and the
pumped current recorded, see Fig. 3. With an analogous
calculation one can show, that Eq. (2), with modified
golden rule rates �0;r

�;�0 �"�, also holds in the case of a
metallic island. The measured currents in Fig. 3 can be
fitted (solid lines) with an electron temperature of
2:5=2:2=2:0 K, a source voltage oscillation amplitude
eVL � 57=43=30@! and a left tunnel-barrier variation of
12=7:1=5:5%, respectively. The noticeable asymmetry of
the pumped currents in forward and backward direction
can be explained by a few-percent variation of the tunnel-
barrier strength, making this scenario quite plausible.
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FIG. 2. Current pumped by an ac-voltage eVL � 0:3@!, and
an in-phase ��L � 0� tunneling-amplitude oscillating �L of 0%
(solid), 5% (dashed), and 25% (dotted). Because of interference
between these two-photon sources, boson-assisted tunneling
onto the dot gets suppressed while tunneling out of the quantum
dot is enhanced.
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FIG. 3. Pumped currents through a metallic island, exposed to
radiation with frequency ! � 2�� 2:8 GHz and a power of
15 	W (stars), 10 	W (diamonds), and 6 	W (triangles) as
measured by Dovinos and Williams [10]. The data can be fitted
with the parameters temperature 2:5=2:2=2:0 K, source voltage
oscillation amplitude eVL � 57=43=30@! and tunnel-barrier
variation of 12=7:1=5:5%, respectively.
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Finally, we point out that by applying a static magnetic
field, it is also possible to nonadiabatically pump a spin
current through a QD in absence of a charge current. The
particle current driven by an oscillating left tunnel barrier,
carried by electrons with spin � only, is for @!	 kBT
given by

 I�
�2
L
� �@!�2

L�
I0

2

1� f�" ���

1� f�" ���f�"��
d2f�"�

d"2

��������"�"�

: (6)

For currents of order pA to nA spin-flip processes on the
dot can be neglected. In Fig. 4, the particle current (gray)
and the spin current Is � I��2

L
� I ��

�2
L

(black) is plotted for

different magnetic fields g	BB � " �� � "� in units of
Imax � �2

LI0. For the magnetic field g	BB � 0:5kBT the
charge or particle current shows a node around the Fermi
energy, while the spin current bears a maximum.
Therefore, a nonadiabatic one-parameter pump can drive
a pure spin current without charge current. For larger
magnetic fields, g	BB � 5kBT for example, only one
spin component still participates to transport; therefore,
the charge and spin currents become equal. In contrast to
spin pumping schemes relying on electron spin resonance
in QDs [29], this proposal does not require a strong and fast
oscillating magnetic field. Instead, the current is purely
driven by an oscillating electric field, and only a static
magnetic field is needed for breaking the spin symmetry.
With similar requirements electrical spin current genera-
tion was demonstrated via adiabatic pumping [7] or by
using spin-orbit coupling [30].

In conclusion, we have analyzed an extension of the
Tien and Gordon model [19], taking into account simulta-
neously oscillating tunneling barriers and voltages. By
discussing two-parameter charge pumping in QDs and
metallic islands, we observed a quantum interference of
the tunneling transitions driven by the different pumping
parameters. Furthermore, we have discussed the possibility

to electrically drive a spin current in absence of a charge
current.
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